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The effec�veness of magne�c signal measurements in harbours is very uncertain. The 

phenomenon of interference of the background field with the useful signal is accentuated if the 

la7er is coming from a labile, quasipointlike and kine�c source, such as divers. The problem is 

not of a technological nature, as commercial magnetometers guarantee redundant reading 

sensi�vity with respect to the signal sought. It is cons�tuted by the environmental noise that 

can heavily overmodulate the target signal in amplitude. Moreover, the wavelengths of these 

signals are inside the noise band and therefore the “FFT techniques of signal strengthening” are 

structurally inadequate.  

INGV has provided a solu�on based on a new specific metrological approach to detect labile 

elementary signals in a high noise environment. This new measurement technique is known as 

“singular magne�c metrology”. The classifica�on of low amplitude signals in high noise is 

obtained by observing the magne�c field simultaneously at different points distant L from each 

other. This distance is such that the noise signal is correlated and the target signal is 

decorrelated. This measure (of singularity) is based on the space stability of each magne�c signal. 

The topic researches developed by INGV have been supported by na�onal and European 

projects (European Defence Agency and Piano Nazionale della Ricerca Militare, Italian Ministry 

of Defence, SEGREDIFESA/DNA). 

The magne�c field is observed by means of several sensors aligned and distant L from each 

other, with L is such that one sensor records the total magne�c field with the target signal while 

other sensors record only the total magne�c field (for this applica�on it’s only the noise), see 

Figure 1A. This procedure is objec�ve since the filter func�on obtained to avoid the noise from 

the target signal is a measured func�on [Faggioni, 2018]. INGV has provided MINIDIFE, the L

calcula�on method and its use technique both in the “selfreported intelligence” (old standard) 

and in the “selfinformed” version (new standard), see Figure 1B. The final technique (“OC”  

OVER_CROSSED intelligence) is currently undergoing theore�cal development. With the 

expansion of the elementary cell from 2 to 3 instruments, also the central transit ambiguity of 

the target was exceeded (Figure 1C): the third sensor has the role of comparison and verifica�on 

in the case of “zero difference” is recorded between the two sensors considered. 

This new measurement technique has significant experimental implica�ons and provides the 

effec�ve ability to detect the signals of labile, quasi pointlike and kine�c sources in a high noise 

environment [Faggioni et al., 2018, Faggioni et al., 2010]. From the metrological point of view, 

the singularity approaches required to formalize the metrological concepts of “Informa�ve 

Energy” and “Passive Energy” and the numerical ones of “Informa�on Content” of the record 

and “Informa�on Capacity” of elementary signal [Faggioni, 2018]. In the new measurement 

technique, the concepts of useful signal and noise is overcome with the introduc�on of the 

concepts of informa�ve energe�c group value and informa�on capacity value of each 

elementary signal. 

Marine magnetometric surveys for the research of small sinking metal sources (and o(en 
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covered by silt) require high sampling density and precision in the localiza�on of the sampled 

points. In addi�on, from the point of view of the informa�on analysis, a high precision is required 

to define the signal band of the microsources (targets). 

The metrological problems for magne�c underwater HD surveys are the temporal reduc�on of 

the detec�on and the isola�on of the band containing the target signals [Di Gennaro et al., 

2008]. In a standard signal extrac�on ac�ons from the detected field  (socalled temporal 

reduc�on) or in the classifica�on of the component bands of  (socalled extrac�on of the 

anomaly field by reference field) produce the effec�ve reading of the signals generated by the 

microsources. In par�cular, the reference adopted for the construc�on of terrestrial magne�c 

fields (IGRF) does not have adequate detail for this purpose. INGV has produced and formalized 

a new method of classifica�on of the magne�c field bands of the microsources, which has 

allowed us to overcome the problem of detail by producing effec�ve ac�ons to detect extremely 

paying targets (recovery of mines, projec�les and unexploded rockets or bins and tracking low 

voltage power lines). As is known in high detail surveys in shallow waters (coastal areas, ports, 

etc.), the gradiometric systems (and in general for the control of temporal varia�ons) are 

opera�onally not very effec�ve because they have low evolu�onary nau�cal response to towing 

and need of high sustenance speeds and heavy towing cables. For these reasons the surveys 

performed with this class of instruments, theore�cally the most suitable for high detail, do not 

give adequate opera�onal answers. INGV has proposed a marine survey method called HD (High 

Defini�on) for reading signals from microtargets that bases its effec�veness on two specific 

steps: 1) a temporal reduc�on for controlled comparison; 2) a detailed reference field suitable 

for the produc�on of the anomaly field associated only with microsources. 

This temporal reduc�on is performed by comparison with a proximity reference sta�on 

(terrestrial or underwater). The cri�cal point of this technique is the verifica�on of the spa�al 

coherence of the reference sta�on with the en�re detec�on area. It is necessary to verify with 

a good approxima�on that the temporal varia�ons measured by the reference sta�on are 

constant, and therefore applicable, to the en�re surface surveyed. The proposed technique is 

the “TT technique” (Time Track course, �me route). The magne�c field from the observatory to M
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Figure 1 Measure of singularity: system architecture and performances. 
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the farthest point of the array is measured by means of a straight run back and forth, before 

star�ng to perform the survey [Faggioni et al., 2002]. The data are organized in two dis�nct 

series (S_O series “out” from the observatory to the remote point and S_I series “in”) the values 

of S_I are reversed and compared by overlapping (S_O « S_I). The result of the subtrac�on 

cannot be null since the data series considered are of type  and the rest of the difference will be 

equal . The two series are �me reduced by comparison with the magnetogram of the reference 

sta�on, if the reference sta�on is coherent with the whole path, a(er TT reduc�on the result of 

the comparison (S_O  S_I) will result equal to zero (except for numerical approxima�ons). In 

case of need more TT can be performed. 

The computa�on of the Spectral Reference Field (SRF) (Figure 2B) starts from the square mesh 

normaliza�on of the 2D HD data. This field includes possible signals from very superficial 

ar�ficial microsources (HD targets), signals of crustal and epicrostal origin, possible residues of 

the F(s) component that survived the TT technique, and, in remote cases, signals from large 

ar�ficial sources (wrecks), irrelevant to the purpose of the HD survey. The contribu�on due to 

the “IGRF component” has to be considered a constant (field carrier) since its la�tudinal gradient 

is too low to produce a differen�al effect measurable in the low extension typical of HD surveys. 

The HD field (Figure 2A) is substan�ally composed of two varia�on components: the low 

frequency of epicrostal natural origin (or, possibly, coming from large wrecks that can be easily 

iden�fied a priori) (Figure 2B) which is the Spectral Reference Field and the high frequency 

corresponding to the range of targets (ar�ficial bo7om microsources). The SRF (Figure 2B) 

corresponds to the filter “D_LP of the total magne�c field in HD (Figure 2A) and in theory its 

FFT1 produces the Spectral Anomaly Field (SAF). In general, however, to obtain the SAF 

spectrum it is preferred to proceed in TD: HD – (FFT1 SRF) = SAF. This method allows to avoid 

the HF instability due to the transit of SAF data through the Fourier protocol (1, 1). 

During the last decade the na�onal port community observe some anomalous �dal fluctua�ons. 

These events, known as “supersecche” and “super high” �des are due to the hydrosta�c 

compensa�on of the weight change of the atmosphere. In harbours, this phenomenon is higher 

than the offshore one (where the hydrosta�c compensa�on factor J is 1cm for 1hPa) [Faggioni 

Figure 2 Example of High Defini�on survey: HD (A), Spectral Reference Field SRF (B) and Spectral 

Anomaly Field SAF (C). 
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et al., 2006]. INGV provided the geode�c interpreta�on of the phenomenon and the 

metrological solu�on for its measurement and forecast. The horizontal component of the 

compensa�on mo�ons is inhibited towards the coast and the consequent compensa�on defect 

is discharged on the ver�cal component amplifying thrust and delocaliza�on of compensa�ng 

mass in this direc�on. A campaign of �dal measurements of the atmospheric pressure and of 

the corresponding varia�on of sea level (supported by UEEFRD and several Port Authori�es) 

allowed to calculate J factors for several ports and the respec�ve K (delay �mes) of the arrival 

of �de wave compensa�on (forced) with respect to the transit of the atmospheric pressure 

change (forcing): hydrobarometric forecas�ng of the firstorder [Faggioni et Al. 2013]. 

Subsequently, with the aim to improve the precision of the measurement and the forecas�ng 

of the phenomenon, a comparison was made between the amplitude and the �me of arrival of 

�de wave with the varia�on of accelera�on of gravity due to the change in weight of the 

atmosphere: hydrobarometric forecas�ng of the secondorder. The experiments related to the 

studies of the secondorder were carried out in the Gulf of La Spezia. The quan�ta�ve values 

of the harbor J factor were approximately twice (or major) compared to the offshore ones, while 

those of K were variable from some hours to more than a day. 
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